Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver .......... #TG-SPW-B-B or S
A late full-stock or early half-stock rifle triggerguard, typical of the Ohio style with finger spur. Suitable for double set triggers. Very malleable, it can be bent to the desired profile.
#TG-SPW-B-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $13.99
#TG-SPW-B-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $14.99

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ..................... #TG-Leman-B or I
Henry Eicholtz Leman’s factory in Lancaster, Pennsylvania produced rifles for trade to westbound settlers. Order our full scale plan for a detailed correct Leman rifle, #Plan-Leman. Order our matching Leman style trigger and plate. We offer every part needed to replicate Henry Leman’s plain and sturdy percussion trade rifle. Brass is the correct traditional choice.
#TG-Leman-1-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $29.99
#TG-Leman-1-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99
#TR-Leman-1-T trigger only, steel only $6.99
#TR-Leman-1-P trigger plate, steel only $6.99
#Pin-3/32 dowel pin, for trigger pivot, steel only $.50
#Drill-3/32 drill bit, HSS, 3/32”, 135° split point only $1.99
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